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The last few years have seen the emergence of higherorder extensions of Godunov's method for the solution of
general problems in gas dynamics, including a wide variety
of astrophysical problems, For example, the PPM algorithm developed by Colella and Woodward [1] has been
used to study the stability, evolution, and dissipation of
astrophysical jets [2J, accretion onto compact objects [3J,
and the formation of Herbig-Haro objects [4]. PPM is successful in part because it is extremely robust and stable, in
part because it is ablc to resolve shocks and other discontinuities with
a few mesh points, and in part because it
is relatively fast. A broad discussion of the philosophy of
PPM, along with a comparison between PPM and other
numerical methods can be found in Woodward and
Colella [5 J.
However, the structure and dynamics of astrophysical
systems are often strongly affected by the magnetic fields
which thread them. In particular, the structure and
dynamics of galactic jets may be qualitatively different when
the effects of magnetic fields are included [6], As a first step
in clarifying the role of magnetic fields in astrophysical jets,
and with the hope of duplicating the earlier successes of the
PPM code, we have developed a higher-order Godunov
method for the equations of ideal magnetohydrodynamics,
A stratcgy based on a straightforward extension of
Godunov's method to MHD quickly runs into two serious
difficulties. First, the MHD wave speeds are not strictly
hyperbolic. The loss of strict hyperbolicity at a point means
that the analytic structure of the weak solutions is in general
unknown in the neighborhood of that point. Second,
the genuinely nonlinear waves can be locally linearly
degenerate. It is much more difficult to determine the
correct entropy satisfying discontinuities for modes with
local linear degeneracies. To deal with these problems,
the starting point for our methodology is a higherorder Godunov method developed by Bell, Colella, and
Trangenstein [7J (BCT), We take the point of view in [7J
and treat the equations of MHD as a hyperbolic system of
conservation laws whose weak solutions are uniquely dctcr341

mined
entropy conditions such as those described in Liu
[8J for such systems, The questions surrounding whether
this general approach will produce the correct weak solutions is far from settled; some of these issues are discussed
in [7].
The algorithm describe by BCT is an extension of the
Engquist-Osher [9J flux to general systems of conservation
laws and is sufficiently robust to handle the non-strictly
hyperbolic nature of the MHD equations, Tn the exposition
which follows, we rely heavily on BCT for the higher-order
solution of the Riemann problem However, we use a different formulation of the Engquist-Osher flux to deal with
both the spatially varying geometry which arises in multidimensional simulations and the natural symmetries which
arise in the MHD conservation laws, Brio and WU [10J
have also developed a high-resolution method, but their
technique requires an adiabatic index')' = 2 to perform the
analytic flux difference splitting.
In Section 2, we develop a complete set of right and left
eigenvectors for the one-dimensional projection of the
MHD equations. These eigenvectors remain well defined at
a point at which the equations are no longer strictly hyperbolic or which at some of the waves become locally linearly
degenerate. In Section 3, we describe our extension of the
BeT formalism to the equations of ideal MHD, including
the alternative formulation of the Engquist-Osher flux.
Finally, in Section 4, we present the numerical results for
two simple one-dimensional test problems which illustrate
some of the complex wave behavior possible in MHD.
2. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF MHD

The BeT algorithm requires both lk and rb the left and
right eigenvectors of 0 F. The standard calculation of r k in
Jeffery and Tanuiti [11] for the one-dimensional version of
the MHD equations gives eigenvectors which become
indefinite whenever two wave speeds coincide, i.e., at a point
at which the system is no longer strictly hyperbolic. Accordingly, we have recomputed a set of ric's in a form which
remains well behaved in the neighborhood of a point at
which the equations are no longer strictly hyperbolic. In
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what follows, we present a derivation of these new eigenvectors normalized so that

while the left eigenvectors are the rows of the matrix
(5)

Furthermore, we have assumed that all gradients lie in the
x direction and adopted a Cartesian coordinate system with

z

x.

unit vectors y and perpendicular to
The conventional basis for MHD is the Eulerian vector
U, written explicitly as

If LA and RA are normalized so that LA' RA = I, the Ru
and Lu will also be properly normalized.
The matrix A has seven eigenvalues. Six of them
correspond to the backward and forward propagating fast,
intermediate, and slow waves, while the seventh is the
entropy wave. Listed in order from fastest to slowest, the
wave speeds are

where

1
P
B2
pE=_pU2+ _ _ +~
2
Y-1 8n

Af+ =

± Vt

Ux

(1)

Aa±=ux±vax

and B ~ = By Y+ B/l. The· normal component of the
magnetic field, \' cannot be advanced in time in a onedimensional version of MHD. The corresponding flux
vector is

(6)

As± =uy±Vy
,
11.0 = U"

where
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40 ax
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After some algebra and utilizing the normalization
suggested in Brio and Wu [1OJ, the corresponding right
eigenvectors of A are

By

UX-4nU.L.B~

Rather than perform a direct calculation of the eigenvectors of DF/DU, we find it simpler to work in the basis W,
where
(2)

ro=

and r = 1/P is the specific volume. We then construct the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix

A= [aUJ-l aF .
aw oW

+ B~)/4np
!2 [(v a2 + c s2 ) + ((v a2 + C 2s )2 _
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±vax - fl

+f3v
-sgn(BJ

J4nP f3z

sgn(BJ~f3y
0

and

+cyr

Let RA be the matrix whose columns are the right eigenvectors of A, and let LA be the matrix whose rows are the left
eigenvectors of A. Then the right eigenvectors of DF/DU
are the columns of the matrix
(4)

r ±vJ= R±vJ

afvt
-asf3voax sgn(Bx)
-Q(s{3zt'ax sgn(Bx)

±CXJ{yVf~

±asf3zvt~
±afYP

(8a)
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The + sign refers to forward propagating waves, the - sign
refers to backward propagating waves, and the normalizations R±t"" R±vjhave been chosen so that

I J: v] • r ± VI = I J: Vs . r ± Vs = 1.
r

±V1'

(8b)

== R±Vi

With this normalization, the eigenvectors remained
defined both in the limit that B x -+ 0, and that B J.. -+ O. In
the case v, = vi' when both (Xfand as appear to be undefined,
we use the limiting values af= as = 1.
3. Th..~ SOLL H'U""; OF THE
MHD RIEMANN PROBLEM

while the left eigenvectors are

10 =
I+v=
-

ax

[p, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, ~l
yp
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[
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0,0,
V 2 vr
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(9c)
p
l+v = R+
~

- , vr

[

0,

(XsDs, cx. f /3yC s sgn(B,),

(9d)
Here, following Brio and Wu, we have used
B1

#1· =

JB~ + B:

We seek solutions to the system of MHD conservation
laws

/3

=
z

and

JB~+

(10)

where U is a vector oflength 7 and F is the flux. A Godunov
code requires the flux FG(U R, U JJ evaluated along the ray
x/t=O in the Riemann problem solution to Eq. (10) with
left state ULand right state U R' Since we do not need the
entire solution to the Riemann problem- indeed, for nonstrictly hyperbolic systems, it may not always be possible to
construct the full solution-it is sufficient to develop the flux
as a series of approximations to the solution along the ray
x/t = O. In this section, we discuss our approximations to the
Godunov flux and comment on how we will extend our
approximation to multidimensional problems and general
coordinate systems.
As we mentioned in Section 2, the MHD eigenvectors
have a reasonably compact form when represented in
W-space. Consequently, we choose to develop the Godunov
flux by working in this "primitive" variable space, W. We
have adopted without modification the BeT formulation
for the construction of W Land W R, using the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues at cell center. In the following discussion,
we take W Rand W L as given states in a Riemann problem.
We begin by expanding the jump W R - W L in terms of a
set of linearly independent vectors Rb i.e.,
7

WR-W L =
Bz

'

L

ak:Rk·

(11 )

k~l

B;

To determine Rico define We = 1/2(W L + W R), and let
Rk = fk(WJ be the kth right eigenvector of DF at We'
We next construct the intermediate states W1 and W~ as
the two states which "bound" the entropy wave. That is,

Wi = WI + LxkRk
l-

W~=WR-LakRk'
;..

(12)
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Here, A- refers to waves which move to the left with respect
to the entropy wave, while A+ waves move to the right. At
these two states, we evaluate the eigenvalues A(Wf) and
A(W ~) and define the mean entropy wave speed to be

Summed over all the A- waves, the Godunov flux is

3

=F(W L )+

We approximate the wave speed Ak for A waves
(W L' Wi) and for A+ waves from (W R, W~) with a cubic
Hermite interpolating polynomiaL For example, for a },wave from W L to wt, we write
A(t) = lAAWf) + (1- t) Ak(W L)

+ akt(l- t)[(Kkk(W/) -

I

S(k)

I

F(W~)( -1 y.

(19)

The advantage of our method of evaluating the flux is
that different subpieces of the flux can be treatcd differently.
For example, suppose that F = Ql + Q2' where Ql should
be differenced as a divergence and Q2 should be differenced
as a gradient. A split such as this is appropriate in the spatially varying geometry of a multidimensional simulation in
non-Cartesian coordinates. Then

D)(l- t)

(13)

-(Kkk(Wf)-DltJ,

K

Q?=Qi(U L )+

I

k~l

S

I

(20)

Q,(U k )(-1)S.

S~O

where l E [0, 1], D = (Ak(W 1- }'k(W L) l/ak and Kkk is the
structure coefficient. The structure coefficient is defined as
4. NLMERICAL RESULTS

(14 )
This Hermite polynomial is replaced by a set of piecewise
linear segments which pass through its extrema.
The mean entropy wave speed provides an unambiguous
determination of the upwind state. If XJ > 0, then we choose
an upwind state on the left-hand side of the entropy wave,
i.e., from between the states W Land W t. Similarly, if
A8' < 0, then we take the upwind state to be between W R
and Wk. If A6 = 0, we take the reference state to be

We have combined the flux formulation above with the
higher-order considerations discussed in BCT to produce a
higher-order Godunov method for the equations of MHO.
We tested our higher-order method on a variety of onedimensional problems. Here, we describe the results for two
of them.
Brio and Wu [lOJ have proposed a test problem which
extends the Sod [12J shock tube problem to MHD. The
initial conditions for this problem are

1/2(Wk + Wt).
Suppose for the sake of example that A(f > O. We define
the flux contributed by each wave to be
WL(x<Ol=
S(k)

=

I

F(W~)(-l)S,

1
0
0
0

Fn

( 15 )

0

WR(x>O)=

8
0
0
0

J4n
0
0.1

where

The other two parameters are the adiabatic index y = 2 and
W k = WL

+ I

k < 1, 2, 3,

ak·Rk'

(16)

k'<k

and
(17)

Here,

C(~

satisfies
Xk(O:~) = 0,

2~s~S(k)-1,

Ak(C(~)~O,

C(1 =

X( o:f(k)) ~ 0,

( 18)

0,

C(~'(k) =

ak'

Fn.

Bx=0.75 x
These initial conditions correspond to a jump discontinuity in the fluid variables combined with a current sheet
at x = O. Unlike the Sod shock tube, which could in
principle be realized in a laboratory environment, this
problem is unphysical. In a real shock tube filled with
plasma with these initial conditions, the magnetic field must
also satisfy certain boundary conditions on the walls of the
tube. These boundary conditions will influence strongly the
evolution of the magnetic field and ultimately modify the
nature of the entire solution. It is therefore not surprising
that the results of this test problem appear nonphysical.
With this caveat in mind, we still believe that the Brio and
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Wu test problem is an excellent demonstration of the local
linear degeneracy and lack of strict hyperbolicity in MHD.
In Fig. 1, we show the Brio and Wu problem solution at
t = 80. In this calculation, we have used a fixed value of
Ll t = 0.2, a mesh spacing of Llx = 1, and a total of 800 mesh
points. In the plot of the density, reading from left to right,
the five waves present are a fast rarefaction wave (FR), a
compound wave (SC), a contact discontinuity (CD), a slow
wave shock (SS), and another fast rarefaction wave. The
compound wave consists of a slow mode shock attached to

a slow mode rarefaction. These waves become degenerate
and travel at the same speed when the transverse magnetic
field passes through O. These results are in excellent agreement with calculations reported by Brio and Wu. Note that
the shocks appear very sharp and that there are no postshock oscillations. There is, however, a small oscillation
associated with the weak, forward-going fast wave and
some wall-heating at the contact. These results were
obtained with an explicit artificial viscosity of the type
discussed in BCT.
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FIG. 1. The solution to the Brio and Wu version of a magnetized shock tube. The initial conditions were a jump discontinuity in pressure and density
separated by a current sheet. The solution shown here is at time t = 80, with a fixed timestep of L1 t = 0.2.
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FIG. 2. The numerical solution of the second test problem, with Bx = 0, and B" changing sign across the initial discontinuity. Here, we used an
.
adiabatic index y =~, a Courant number of 0.8, and 200 timesteps,

In the second problem, we use thc initial conditions

1

'·,'L(X<O)=

0
0
0

1

J
l~OO

WR(x>

~4n

8
0
0
0

1

)4;
0
0.1

with By = 0 and} = ~. Our results, displayed in Fig. 2, show
a sharp contact with some wall-heating, a fast mode shock,
and are in excellent agreement with analytic calculations.
These results were obtained without an explicit artificial
viscosity.
5. CONCLUSIC. IS

We have developed a higher-order Godunov method for
the equations of ideal MHD. Our algorithm is based on the
methods discussed in Bell, Colella, and Trangenstein, with

appropriate extension and generalization to MHD. Our
extension of the earlier definition of the flux has a natural
generalization to the flux encountered in the spatially
varying geometry of a multidimensional simulation. The
results of some simple one-dimensional test problems
show that our algorithm is sufficiently robust to deal with
the lack of strict hyberbolicity as well as with the resulting
degeneracy among the eigenvectors. We are in the process of
constructing a multidimensional, operator split code using
this methodology.
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